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for
Cast is' S,elected
Th,eP·erf
o,rmance
of
MusicaL
'PalJoey'
The music, physical education
and speech-theatre departments,
cooperating in this year's production of the musical "Pal
Joey" have announced the cast
for the show. "Pal Joey,"
adapted from the novel by John
OHara, features music and lyrics
by Richard Rogers and Lorenz
Hart.
Joey will be played by Steven
Jennings, Vera by Miaureen
Bailey, Linda by Ro,semary Martino, Mike by Carl Ruggiero,
Melba by Eilaine Thibodeau-,
Gladys by Lillian Ruggieri,
Valarie by Carol Knight, Ernest
by K~nneth Schactman, Victor
by Gordon Bellemer, Louis, the
tenor by Ronald Rathier, Ludlow
Lowell by Paul Cartioc, O'Brien
by Don Mason, the Waiter by
Raymond Beausejour, the Delivery Boy by William Bleasdale,
the Stage Manager by Denis
Girard, Vera's escorts by Ken-
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Adams·
Lectures
BeginTomorrow

Award- Winning Poet HowardNemerov
To Rea,.d and Comment on his Work
1

On Wednesday, October 20,
the James P. Adams Lecture
Series will present Mr. Howard
neth Barton, the Doorman, by Nemerov, a distinguished poet,
Boyfriend by Albert Ounchman. novelist, playwright, and literDancers include Judy Roberts, ary critic. Mr. Nemerov is an
Pamela Stamp£, Sue Willis, Pal
Buds, Carole Knight, Mlary Jane
McGrath, Jeannine
DeJFalco,
Joanne Miragliuolo, Suzanne Lahoissionier, John Sullivan, Gail
Coia, Paulette Hackett, M\arYBeth - Geary, Nancy Barr, Pa
tricia
Cook and
Veronica
Garvey.
Male dancers are Bill Bleasdale, Gordon Bellemer, Steve
Jennings, Louis Lamoureaux,
Kevin Fennessey, Gordon Halliday and William Ide.
Mr. Joseph Graham of the
Speech-Theatre department will
be produce•r-director of the
show, Dr. Fannie Helen Meker
of t he department o£ physical
education is choreographer, Mr.
George Kent of the music department is technicall director,
Miss Ella Smi1!h, also of speechtheatre, is costuming and makeup director.
HOWARD

Whither
theSchoolmarm?
A $120,000 grant from the
Carnegie Corporation to Rhode
Island College will permit the
establishment of a training program for elementary
school
teachers wherein they will be
teaching college courses as well
as elementary school curricula.
The first group of tt,achers
known as "Adjunct Assistant
will complete the training program in June, 1967, and will ~e
professors."
The program . is
designed to close the gap which
is sometimes said to exist between educational theory as
taught
in college education
courses and actual practice as
followed in the schools where
graduates of a teacher training
.
program are place~..
After their trammg penod
has been completed, some of
the new "adjunct professors"
will teach courses and seminars
on a rotating basis at Rhode Island College.
At the local
school level, some will ~erve as
area supervisors overseemg several of the so-called "cooperating teachers" who in turn shepherd the student teachers sent
out by colleges.
Dr. Coleman Morrison, associate professor of elementary
education at Rhode Island College, developed the prog~am
and will direct it. Dr. Morrison
noted that the program should
be of decided benefit to both
schools and teachers.
"After
the training program, participant teachers will be better prepared to work with their pupi_ls
and with their colleagues m
their capacities as teachers and
as supervisors," he pointed out.
Dr. Morrison expressed doubt
that the program could, under
the present Carnegie grant, be
extended to the junior high
t(;ontinued on Page 6)

Never try airaln I

award-winning author of national reputation.
His writings
have appe1ll'ed in The Atlantic
Monthly, The Nation, The New
;yorker, and other magazines
and quarterly reviews.

NEMEROV

National Ballet Company
Dances For Full H ouse
By VERONICA GARVEY
On Thursday, October 13, a
standing-room-only qowd filled
Roberts Hall Auditorium to attend the National Ballet. This
is the secrmd tim'e the ballet
has com'e to the College, the
first was two years ago, and a
great deal was expected of
them. The first selection was
something of a disappointment.
Tchaikowsky's Swan Lake, a
ballet classic, was condensed
into a few short movements
and a great deal was lost in
the beauty and fluidity of the
piece. The first pas de deux
looked like a rehearsal warm

up, but after that the dancing
became much better.
The corps de 1ballet as a
whole in Swan-Lake performed
admirably and almost made up
for the lead dancers. The leading dancers, Andrea Vodehnal
and Eugene
chllins,
finally
made the grade in the last long
pas de_ deux which was very
touching. Two Swans who did
several duets, Susan Gore and
Judith
Helman, were badly
matched.
One was tall and
slow and moved rather awkwardly, while her partner was
small,
lithe
and
probably
should have' had the lead. The

CON AMORE

real piece de resistance of the
selection was a quartet who did
an amazingly intricate and difficult dance with hands joined.
It was astonishing to watch this
group execute the difficulties,
leaps, flies and releases always
moved as one, never out of step
and never making a mistake.
The corps de ballet as a
whole in Swan Lake performed
admirably and almost made up
for the lead dancers.
Their dance movements were
especially effective in a scene
toward the end in which the
corps danced in formation imitating the flying formation of
the Swans. Perhaps the biggest
reason that Swan Lake technically seemed crowded was that
the dance had to be restaged
for the performance and the
small size of the stage made
for some unanticipated
diffi.
culty.

Le Combat, the second selection portrayed a tragic story of
a crusader and a Saracen princess. Their meeting, brief love
affair, separation and final encounter were all enacted beautifully by the leading dancers.
Claudiene Kamoun and Ivan
Nagy. The costumes in this
dance seemed especially appropriate and beautiful. The Crusaders had blood red helmet
feathers
and gold helmets,
while the Princess wore a silver
helmet and black feathers and
costume. The music was espe( Continued on Page 4)

Howard Nemerov was born
and raised in New York. He
was graduated from Fieldston
School in 1937 and received an
A.B. degree in 1941 from Harvard College, where he was the
1940 Bowdoin Prize Esrnyist.
At the present time he is a
member of the faculty at Bennington College, where he has
been employed since 1948.
Among other awards the author received the Kenyon Review Fellowship in fiction in
1955, prizes from "Poetry Magazine" in 1957 and 1959, second
prize in a Virginia Quarterly
Review short story competition
in 1959, an award for a novel
from the National Institute of
Arts and Letters in 1961, and
the Brandeis University Creative Arts Award in Poetry in
1963. The honorary degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters was
conferred upon him by Lawrence College (Appleton, Wisconsin) in 1964.
Mr. Nemerov was also consultant in poetry for the Library
of Congress in 1963-64. His
most recent honors include election to membership in the National Institute of Arts and
Letters in 1965 and to a fellowship in the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.
After graduation from Harvard, Mr. Nemerov served as a
pilot in the Royal Air Force and
the United States Army Air
Force from 1942-1945.
Mr. Nemerov taught at Hamilton College from 1946-1948
and served as a visiting lectur( Continued on Page 6)

Angelo
Rosati
AndHisArt
Prof. Angelo V. Rosati, a
member of the Rhode Island
College Art Department
will
speak on his technique; ' and
methods in art at the first faculty colloquium to be held in
the Exhibit Gallery of the
James
P.
Adams
Library
Thur~d~y, October 21, at 1 p.m'.
Pamtmgs of Mr. Rosati are
on exhibit in the Art Gallery
of Adams Library October 13
~hru _November 1. The paintings m this exhibit represent a
~arge yortion of work done durmg his sabbatical leave in Italy
wp.ere he was able to study at
close range Italian Painting of
the 14th century. Twenty-four
of the paintings in this exhibit
were _shown last June at the
Gallena la Fontanella in Rome.
~n the past, faculty colloquiums were held in the Amos
As_sembly Hall
of
Clarke
Science, but future colloquiums
are t~ntatively scheduled to be
he!,d m !he Alumni Lounge.
Our aim is for variety," said
John J. Salesses, chairman of
(Continued on Page 6)
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Editorial
Support Your Demonstrators!
Whether or not the rash of student
demons.trations against UTuited States
policy in Viet Nam is a good thing, it
should be apparent to anyone who is
concerned enough to think about it that
the effects of the growing frequency
and intensity of these demonstrations
are anything but good. We did not really
need the New York Times' sophisticated
and respected James Res ton to tell us
that the demonstraitors are encouraging
the very thing they ru-e protesting
aJainst: the growth of a war psychology.
While we are not very much inclined
to ag1 ee \\-1th Mr. Res ton that Senater
Stennis' recent denunciation of the antidra±t movement is in effect a direct reaction against pacifist agitaition (there
is a contradiction in terms) it does seem
that the chairman of the Senate Presulb-committee would not
paredness
have reacted so violently against the
movement had there not been enough
strnws in the wind to indicate that
among young United States cittizens ourrent national and international policy is
creating no ames.
In a way, the reaiction of men such
as Senator Stenni!S is not so bad. Moot
of us have participated in demonsura:.
tions of one killld or another, and it is
encouraging to realize that some of tlhe
demonstrations and olbjecti:ons are at
least beiTugconsidered iby the makers of
legislation and policy. From an01ther,
and less sanguine, point of view it is
never encouraging when demoilliStrations
result in reaction - and only in reaction - from those same legislators and
policy-rnake11s. This is what seems to
be hap;pening now.
After the teruch-in on Viet Nam last
spring, more criticism than praise of the
professors who participated waJS heard.
The almost inherent American suspicion
of the "intellectual" was whipped into a
kind of red-White-amd-blue frenzy by
politically schizophrenic groups such as

Who Pays the Bill?
The cons•ensus these days seems to
be that arts series are good for the community and the colleges, and that, in
particula-r, the Rhode Island College
Fine Arts Series is good for Rhode
Island College.
The first Fine Arts offeriTilg of the
season, a troupe of Korean folk dancers,
played to a near-capacity auidielllce, and
the National Ballet Company drew an
SRO crowd for its performance fu.st
Thuirsday evening. There is every reas1on to expect that the appearance of
folk singer Pete Seeger in December
will draiw equally heavy crowds,.
While all of this is unquestionalbly
gratifying to members of the Fine Arts
Committee, the populari,ty of the Series
does raise some unsettling questiom;.
The most important of these is: Why,
when it is student money that pays folr
the Series, are fac,ulty memJbers privileged to pay the a1bsurdly low prilce of
$1.00 for each of the first two tickets
purchased? After the appropriate math-!
ematical calculatiooo involving student
fees have been made, it will be seen that
the 'price the student himself pays for
. his Fine Art Series ticket turns out to
be somewhat more than $1.00 or $2.00.
Thls is hardly fair to the student, especially since it is he who is supposed
to be the chief beneficiary of the pro~
grams rpresented iby the Fine Arts
Series.
Faculty tickets were priced at $2.00
- the general admission fee - for the
The hu'bbuib
Korean dance attraction.
that such a policy ca1Usedamong some
faculty members wais surprising, a."l'J.d,
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ToTheEditor
Letter

Dear Editor:
I am glad to see an indication of student interest in imthe Birchites. Everyone, it appeared, proving the content and arwho was unfortunate enough to own an rangement of the Rhode Island
College curriculum in your Ediwcademic hood was to 'be considered sus- torial
of September 28. At its
Of
pect of Communist sympathies.
December meeting a year ago,
course, i,t is natural that the swp;porters the Curriculum Committee votof United States policy would increase ed to begin a reappraisal of the
their oprposition to those who do, not sup- total curriculum on November
port it in direct proportion to the 1st of this year. Since the presstrength of the diissenters. Still, it i,s an ent senior class is the first one
indictment of both oamps that as the to complete the new curricupresent year seems a
dispute goes on, the heat and irrational- lum, the time
for a reevaluation.
ity of the invecti'Ve hu.rled by both sides suitable
It is my hope that students who
increases. There hais been little dfalogue have pursued this curriculum
between the two groups at the student will participate in its reapprailevel. And iit is wilth this l'evel that we sal and m11ke useful suggestions
are esrpecially, and of necessity, con- for its improvement.
cerned.
Many of the faculty share
Mr. Reston's points were well taken, your writer's feelings about the
as they usn.:vallyare; there mcertainly a strange nature of collegiate genreaction gr01Wing and it is, as he says, eral education. Many feel that
an ugly situation. We mll'St ask, though, the present freshman program
whait else are members of the academic is too varied and too demandcommunity to do if noit demand tio, be ing, although I doubt that this
Certainly
is general.
heard? Fo,r so long scholars and situ- feeling
problem of providing a betdents hav•e been enshrined by Ameri- the
ter freshman program should
can p,uibilic officials and su!bsequently be studied. New and imaginaignored. When they do reslJ)ond to a very tive ideas on this and all phasreal crisis, ,tJhey a;r:e acoused of :i:dea11ismes of the curriculum will be
and of a kind of morality that, it is welcome; and if students, ind.ivclaimed, is very much ou,t of place in the iduals or groups, have such
suggestions, I urge them to
world of foreign affiaiirs.
There may indeed be, arud rp,robalbly present their ideas to the Comare, nort;-so-conscientious o/bjectors and mittee.
draf1t-d:odgers amolllg the ranks of tJhe As to the writer's question
demoootrators, but there are many more about the activity of the CurCmnmittee, may I point
honest and !Principled individuals there. riculum
out that the College Curriculum
Students who ha¥e never expressed Committee,
constituted approximore than a paissing aicademic interest mately as at present, has been
are
a1biroad
activiities
States
in United
functioning since the fall of
making their fears rubO'Utand obejctions 1959: During these years, in
to our poUcy in Viet Nam knoiwn.
addition to taking care of the
Whatever the pros and cons of stu- innumerable minor details inin course and program
volved
dent demonsitrations and faculty teachhas
ins may be, we are almost :hyis,terically changes, the Committee
with the appropriate
thankful that they have taken place. We worked and
Division and Deare grasipinig for some aissurance that faculty
partment Chairmen to accomthey wiill continue to take place, for :iJt plish the following:
i:s a dangerous thing when the makers
1. Development of a curof national policy begin to react against
riculum _for the preparation
public expressions of moral conceirn.
of Industrial Arts Teachers.
2. Development of an undergraduate program for the
preparation of Special Educateachers.
when we consider that faculty SIU[)port tion3. Development
of the deof the Fine Arts Series in paslt yewrs can partmental components of the
hardly be described. ais overwhelming,
MAT programs.
their reaction was downright a.stoun:d4. Complete reV1s10n of
ing.
curricuthe undergraduate
Protesting faculty memlbern a:siked lum; entailing a significant
Fine Arts Committee members the lowering of Ge:ueral Educawhen - did - you - sitop - beating - your - tion requirements, a marked

reduction in Professional Education requirements, the development of strong majors
and minors, and an increase
in free elective time.
of pro5. Development
grams for the preparation of
teachers.
school
senior high
of non6. Development
professional programs in the
arts.
liberal
7· Coord ination of graduate courses in all departments.
The Committee also has studied and made recommendation
for the establishment of other
majors, minors, or MAT programs which have not been implemented.
This has been a large and
impressive achievement. I have
worked with the Committee
over the years, and have marvelled at the intelligence, the
patience, and the devotion that
they have demonstrated in developing our present· high qualThe many
ity curriculum.
hours they have devoted and
often teto
devote
to
continue
dious work may be overlooked
by many of us. But they and
the numerous other faculty who
have been engaged in curriculum review and improvement
deserve the gratitude of the
College. They can be proud of
their achievement.
Sincerely yours,
Charles B. Willard
Dean of the College
To the Editor:
I want to congratulate the
the peoAnchor-congratulate
ple who are the Anchor-on
Perfall.
this
issues
their first
haps two issues is slight experience; but for those of us who
have experienced student dailies and weeklies at other
schools in the country, two issues are enough to suggest that
this Rhode Island College paper is better than the ordinary.
I have become used to student
newspapers .as some form of
folding bulletin board, simply a
prominent place to read notices.
Obviously this paper would like
to be something more, and so
the early kudos.
The most recent issue, especially, was a good example of
what a student newspaper can
be. It was aware of the community, of events at Brown and
(Continued on Page 4)

wife - question of whether or not the
Commiittee was interested in fac,ulty
support, amidif so,, Why did the Committee charge fa0u1ty memlbe,r,sthe genera!l Coll~~!_" independent student voice." Published by the students of RhodP Island
admission price? All that we may infer
Th.e editorial opillions expressed on this page are solely those approved by
reflect the views of
from this is that some faculty members the editorial board of The Anchor, and do not necessarily
are willing to ·st11pport the Fine Arts Rl)ode Island College or the Board of Trustees of State Colleges.
Series only if they theireby maye be en- EDITOR-IN-OID.EF
Rose Mary Plrraglla
ti,tled to cut-rate prices.
11~~TOR
Roger Bouchard
··
·········
· ····· ·····················
The Fine ADbs Commilttee this year
.......................... ::::::·:::::::::::::::::..:..... ·c"onr:io;::;.:"F1~:
l\IANAGING EDITOR
availaJb~e
plan
paickage
of
kind
a
made
·········· Ohambers
·······························llllcbael
.......................
EDITOR
~~~1.i,~i:r:~R
Henry Hatcher
••·······.................
to the faculty. 'I1wotickets to ea.ichof the !11AIIB-UP EDITOR ....... •··········· •···························
Ellen Fregeau
........ . . ..........
in..... Judy Smith
four Fine Arts pI"eisentatiolllS were
BUSINESS lllANAGER ........
Sandra Antonucci
..................
..............................................
MANAGER
ADVER'.l'ISING
cluded in :this plan, which cost the
·Be.~ir,;~tin?.rie~sdrc";:~
Be~ga-.-,-ti:,{i:·J~a;;_
faculty member $8.00. Ten facu1ty mem- EDITORS-AT-LARGE ............... ·····ca;~j·
· Ruth O'Brien
···················
...·····::::············:···························
b&-s resJPonded. We s1uggesit that in- i~i~~~DITOR
..... Joan McQueeney
BOARD REPRESENTATIVE
terested faiculty memibers, in future ORGANIZATIONAL
CffiOULATION l\lANAGER ................................................... ,...........Ly~:ai!~a~~vue~~:!
James Hosey, James Haworth, Veronica. Garvey, Richard Kiley
years, be invited to purchase alll their REPORTERS:
Deborah Wholey'
Barbara Cilli, Carol Voigt, Frank ~iurphy, Jay Hackett,
did
rtJhem
of
some
as
advance,
in
tickets
i~le;_:~ b~~;?_Jlan, Elaine Friden, Paul Hathaway, Raymond Gagner, J\la~
faculty
If
change.
one
this year with
Ohuck
lllalm, Tony Martone,
o!:~~:.°iJo:::::r
tickets are not purchased at the begin- SPO~!_~,m~!!o;~R~=...t~!nRon Berube,
Wait Szeliga, Richard Cote, Tony l\Ienclola
niillg orf the season, the individual PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Barbar~
Charlie Vierling,
li:cn \¥orseley,
Bob Pompili,
~!~~~~t.Barbato,
faculty member shou1d be asked to pay TYP~a~~~. ~=~ Crawley, 1\lary Sheehan, Janice Oifelll, Rosalie Valiente,
the general admiission fee.
f!~i,:L~~bal':.nSf:!~~~!:athy Jemery, Jane Wynne, Janice Olfelll,
An axlmission fee of $2.00 is not llIAI~t~~
Oathryn A. Ducey.
ADVISOR:
very much to pay to see a performance
bv the National Ballet. If there was any
PubUshing Office, Room 203, Student Center, RIC, Providence, Rhode Island
TE 1-6600, Ext. 370. Published weekly while the Colle e ls ·
kind of guiding phi101sorphybehind the APhone
Represented !o~ natlomal se';fion.
member of the Colleglate Press Association.
Service, Inc. Subscription rates $3 00 n 1. a verfacuLty uproar that was heard before tlsillg by11 Natlo!'al Advertlslng
0
to The Anchor, RhoJ': I:i~coples
k,';,i~a!I~~d.malled
t~~vi~~~~e,
1Jhe tickets to the Ballet were sold, we ~~t~~.
~ 9
should be delighted to know what it was.
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Mr. RosatiExhibits Flutist Betty Adae and
Group of His Works.Guitarist Greene Give

Hall
Recital in Roberts
I

This technique is again emBy CAROL BERGANTINI
di Venezia,"
As you climb the staircase, ployed in "Sogna
and three diGreene's
aware only of being late for where the laciness
"Minuetto ance and Thomas
marked
movement
quality is further
By PAUL HATHAWAY
a
provided
continuo
guitar
class, the color I,jts you. Mag- mensional
and trio."
of
flutist
use
gave
the
audience
through
large
d
A
suggeste
oversound.
balance ,of
pleasing
a
nificent, glorious, huge,
was
recital
the
ding
ConGlu
guitarist
and
Adae
How else can you thick paint and burlap overlay. Betty
Betty A<lae and Thomas
powering.
artifice that Thomas Greene a warm ovation modern work by Otto Siegl. The · Both
will be back on March 1
describe color? It ,is all there, It is the golden
Greoo.e
and
(1963)
S,inata
was
work
m.
to conclude the first of 26 chamanother recital for
and you stand awestruck, and Keats called Byzantiu
present
to
Music
1Jhe
o!f
Ceo
Joseph
the
Prof.
by
d
"Istanbul," more a cityscape ber recitals presente
flute and guitar.
writdon't worry about being late
was
it
that
me
tells
Dept.
Mus.ic
CoUege
is a twinkly Rhode Island
Today Prof. George Kent of
anymore, you just wonder how than the others,
in a setting Dept. for this academic year. ten in the fairly new (since
he ever managed to put them exotic jewel glowing
found in the Music Dept. will present a
music
,of
school
and
1920)
good
was
a•nce
feels
one
perform
Here
The
in Roberts Hall
on the canvas • • · so alive and of velvet night.
Germany calle<l Gebrauchsmu- recital for organ
the scintillating life of the city the audience w.as large.
at 1:00 p.m. The
scintillating.
sik. This type· of music is charac- Auditorium
played
duo
the
work
first
structure
The
tonic
archetec
recital
For that is the main of the through
by a tonality and classi- music selected for this
by
Every- and gemlike color couched in was the Sonata in D minor by terized
Interludes"
Rosati exhibit, color.
cal form as opposed to the includes "Two
Johann
r
compose
night.
of
Baroque
nayy
the
the
When
on a
it.
to
ons
"Variati
Bloch,"
thing else is subject
Ernest
It
form.
free
or
tone
12
modern
"Santa Maria Della Salute Pepusch. 'It featured the flute
rather Noel" by C L. Daquin, Chorale
the color is there, nothing else
with guitar continuo. It was was written for utility, s.
by
really matters.
"'Rhoysemedre"
Al- Prelude
prethe
like
purpose
much
is
c~mcert
than
Venice"
rhythm
to
a
with
briskly
- Bang! The first painting
Ralph Vaughan Williams Prethe
ty, played
well,
angulari
its
played
i_n
g
was
1t
paintiJ?,
though
vious
the
"San
with
is
d
stair
the
that is identifie
meet you on
OT<lains Is
the use of allwork di<l not impress me_. It lu<le, "W'hat God
Marco " an abstract version of but more qmet mand timeless as, Baroque period.
audience Good" by J. G. Walther and two
the
blue
that
me
color,
to
over
seemed
innerselection
.
.
.
second
church
their
For
~eat
the
the
it, as works by the modern, blind orlike the se~ that surrounds
dark
Adae and Greene played the conservatively applauded
outer . . . linear
s- ganist, composer Jean Langlais.
Serenade, Op. 99 by Anton Dia- ~pposed to the 11'1:oreenthusia
iron . . . splashing church itself.
wrought
The !College's organ leaves
Another totally exciting group belli. This also was a light, tic response . g1VeJ?, to the
lights like mammoth marble
much to be desired as a concert
those pertain- brisk work from the Romantic Pepusch and D1abelli works.
squares . . . baroque laciness of paintings are
Kent is a
and its minFrom a personal observation, instrument, but Prof. a,nd his
... spires and swirls ... intri- ing to the Church finds the opu- era and more lyrical in quality
good organist
ve,ry
ever
have
I
think
one
not
work
do
Here
I
This
.
isters.
than the Pepusch
cate, frothy and old.
you to tolence of Rosati's color at its seemed to keep Betty Adae he~d Betty Adae pl~y more ef- ability should draw him play
best. The solidarity and endur- busy, especially in the second fectrvely than at this perform- day's recital. '.[ heard
Bach and Britton on the C. B.
ance of the Church, its pomp
Fisk organ at Christ Church in
and ceremony fl.ash out brilliantWesterly recently and I found
ly a:-id undeniably.
it to be a most worthwhile ex"The Cardinals" . . . vertical
perience.
line . . . solid triangular shapes
and decoraA gift of approximately $125,- . . . rich patterns
and "Bish000 has been left to Rhode Is- tions . . . ''Pontiff" treatment of
land College so that it ". . . op" ... interesting
and
textured
might give its students educa- gold background,
otherwise intricate, yet a perfect foil in
tional opportunities
This be• its one color to the multitudes
not provided for."
the late of shapes and patterns within
by
made
was
quest
1
priests ...
Mary A. Weber, former profes- the robes of the
[ 1] Divide30 by 1/i
. . Here again
sor of mathematics at Rhode "The Symbol" . on and excitcolor and stylizati
and add IO.
Island College.
to
up
add
Miss Weber was born on N~ ing use of materials
The
.
painting
vember 30, 1881 at Pana, Illin- an impressive
only the cloth-,
ois. Her extensive education lavishness of not
(Answers
at Illinois State ing but the total surroundings
commenced
below)
a background
Normal School in 1901. In 1903, imparted through
and oranges
at the University of Montana of shimmering reds
black to give
she again did summer work as mottled with thick
at Chamlight . . .
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O,fficial College Notices
WORK-STUDY

Student organizations with activities that deserve publicity in the newspapers and on the radio- and televisi,on
stations of the state are welcome to ask the Pub/lie Relations
Oiffice for assistance. The first requisite is to get the full
information to us far in advance of the event. The Public
Refations Office also publishes a weekly listing of events
of general interest at the college. Called "This Week at
Rhode Island College," the p,ub1ication's deadline is 10 a.m.
Wednesday of the preceding week.
Public Relations Office
The first of two flu shots will be given on Friday, Oc' tober 22, to those students and faculty who have signed up
for them. The shots will be given between 12:15 and 1:45
in the nurse's office, Alger 125. Students under 21 must
bring written permission from a parent. The second shot
is scheduled for the same time on Friday, November 5. Miss
Helen Keenan, the college nurse, says recommendations
newly received from medical authorities now cal!l for TWO·
shots for everyone, regardless of shots received previously.
Public Relations Office

Attention
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Student Personnel Services
The Department of Student Personnel Services is interested in seeing that liberal arts students are provided
with adequate guidance with respect to decision-making
concerning post-graduate work.
I would like you to feel free to come in and discuss
your vocational plans with me at any time you wish. If
you are having difficulty narrowing down your choice of
job, then let's talk about it.
You are also requested to express all of your needs as
Do you want a Career Day where
liberal arts students.
of industry and social service orvisiting representatives
ganizations tell of opportunities and job requirements in
their respective professions? .
Do you have any questions to be answered with respect to choosing a graduate school?
So that this department may better prepare to meet
the needs of you and future liberal arts students, I am
asking you to make an appointment for a personal interview. If you want to meet in small groups, so much the
Bring your friends who are liberal arts students
better.
also.
You can make an appointment at Mrs. Williams' desk
(Secretary to Dean Mierzwa). My office is Room 108, Student Center.
GORDON NICHOLLS

(Continued on Page 2)
in the city as well as on campus. Norman Thomas is a man
who deserves a full coverage.
And he received it. The Fine

N~tice
Those students who are inchildren

teres.ted in tutoring

for about one hour a week
at the Childrens'
as.ked to

Center are

see Mr.

Peck

in

Room 101 of the Student Center and, if schedule permits,
to be present .3t the

C'hil-

drens' Center gymnasium on
Wednesday,

4:30 p.m.

October

20 at

Will Sponsor
F~ontier Night This Friday

Kappa B,,others

PROGRAM

There have been 45 appointed to jobs on campus. All
appointments are for one semester. Next semester the
preference will be given to the students we were unable to
place this semester.. The Community School neighborhood
program for Providence still awaits the Providence 10%
If and when this is available, appointments
contribution.
will be made as teacher aides. Hours: 3-5 or 7-9. Rate: $1.75
per hour.
Fred J. DQnovan
Vice President

. ..
Letters
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Frontier Night is being presented to RIC on Friday, Oct. 22.
The annual event is sponsored
by the brothers of Kappa DelNight
The Frontier
ta Phi.
presentation is a caricature of
saloon.
the Western. frontier
The brothers will wear Western
costumes and there will be RIC

girls dressed in the style typical of the 1890's. The public is
invited to wear costumes. The
brothers play the part of auctioneers and croupiers.
There will be dancing with
music provided by the Rhythm.
aires.
Bill Curtis, publicity chair-

man, said that he E:Xpects. a
large crowd. "Th~re is a wi~e
campaign ?11 thi s
advertising
campus and others. . S1~ce we
are a national organ1zat10n, we
from
representation
expect
chapters of other state~," B~ll
said. "We have advert~sed m
the Alpha Chapter of Bridgewater state College and the new
chapter from a Maine teachers'
college."
The money received will be
given for charitable purpos_es.
The fraternity sponsors Christmas and Halloween parties for
Last
children.
underprivileged
year the organization used the
receipts to support an orphan
in South Viet Nam.
Chairman for the event is
Carmen Sarracino.
Frontier Night is being held
Friday, October 22, at 8 p.~.,
Admisin the Student Center.
sion is $L25 or $1.00 if one
comes in Western dress.

Heard
SwissPerform,ers
Recital
In ModernLangua,g•e
On Monday, October 11, the
Modern Language department
presented selections of French
· readings for the language students and the College communwere a
The performers
ity.
Swiss husband and wife team,
Monsieur et Madame Jean-Bard.
The selections were well chosen
and covered a wide range of
The first selection
subjects.
was really three short pieces,
!phis, Chedon and Giton (by La
Bruyere). They were performed
by M.. Jean-Bard and were excellent for arousing the interest of the audience. They were
light and humorous and easy
to understand. La mort du Loup
by A. De Vigny, the second selection, was very profound and
brought out the amazing range
qualities in Mme. Jean-Bard's
voice.

BaHet

Nuit dur le Golgotha and
L'Enfant Jesus de Cragne emphasized the Catholic tradition.
They were well done and skillL'Avare
£ u 11 y articulated.
GentilBourgeoise
and Le
homme, again in the humorous
vein, used gestures and a great
deal of movement for effect.
The last selection La Cantatrice
Chauvre by Ionesco rounded out
had
that
performance
the
ranged from 17th century piecseleces to this last avant-garde
tion.
M. Jean-Bard is Professor of
Dramatics at the Conservatory
of Geneva, Switzerland; he has
been associated with Radio-Geneva, and is the autl).or of many
dramatic sketches and literary
works. He is a member of various literary and dramatic societies and committees.
(Iris
Jean-Bard
Madame
Svichy) is a graduate of the
She
Conservatory of Geneva.
is a well known actress and her
roles
classical
of
interpretation
is famous. Madame Jean-Bard
over Radio
also broadcasts
Sottens, which has studios in
Geneva and Lausanne.
The Jean-Bards have given
recitals in practically all the
countries of Europe and the
at
The recital
Near East.
Rhode Island College inaugurates their third tour of the United States and Canada.
Dr. Loughrey, Chairman ck
the Language department, said
that the Jean-Bards were very
pleased with the size of the auone-half of Robdience-almost
were especially
erts Hall-and
delighted with the immediate
responses, extent of understandof the
ing and sophistication
ence the more than ample apaudience. The more than ample
applause after each recitation
indicated their enthusiasm and
approbation.

ThisWeekat R.I.C.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 20:
Gelber, playMr. Jack
wright and actor, will speak
at 8:15 p.m., Alumnae Hall,
Pembroke College ..
Itzhak Perlman, violinist,
will perform at 8:15 p.m. at
Temple Beth El.
THURSDAY, OCT. 21 THRU
SUNDAY, OCT. 24:
Sock
Brown University's
and Buskin presents Shakesat
III"
"Richard
peare's
Faunce House Theatre, 8:30
p.m.
FRIDAY, OCT. 22:
Kappa Delta Phi will present Frontier Night at 8:00
p.m. in the Student Center.
Bob Bylan in concert, R. I.
Audi\orium, Providence, 8:30
p.m.
SATURDAY, OCT. 23:
Eugene List, pianist, will
perform •with the R. I. Philharmonic Orchestra at VeterAuditorium.
ans Memorial
The performance will begin
at 8:30 p.m.
MONDAY, OCT. 25:
will
Stark
Dr. Werner
SJ!eak on "A New Typological Approach to the Sociology of Religion" at 4:15 p.m.
House T h e at r e
Faunce
Lounge.

(Continued from Page 1)
Nuit dur le Golgotha and
L'Enfant Jesus de Cragne emcially successful and suggested
the military attitude that the
dancers enforced by disciplined
suggested
which
movements,
There
dueling on horseback.
was an especially beautiful and
skillful solo in which Nagy
how masculine
demonstrated
ballet can get without becomKaClaudia
ing awkward.
moun's solo was also brilliant
and their pas de deux, her death
scene, deserved every encore
that it received, and there were
·
at least seven.
The third and final selection
was a light comedy in three
The story was a bit
scenes.
bizarre and hopped from one
scene where a bandit invades
the camp of a corps of pretty
amazons· and to his amazement
is captured to the city home
of a "restless" lady who is try- 1 __________________________
Arts series was actually intro- ing to get her husband out the
duced, rather than just noticed'. door and her lovers (all three
The most encouraging feature of them) in. In the final scene,
of the recent issues is the con- all end up together: the Amacern shown for what is, after zons, the bandit, the lady, her
DEBATE CLUB
business: lovers, and even Cupid whose
firsthand
our
all,
Tonight eleven members of the Debate Club will go
education, skillful archery clears up the
study, professional
to prison to observe first hand the behavior of criminals
th e amorous and outrageous situathe academic curriculum,
and to hear a debate between a team from Cambridge Uniwhole small world of being a tiion with a few well-placed arThe college
versity of England and the Norfolk prisoners.
or being a student. rows.
teacher
topic this year concerns the rising crime rate.
Many of us are used to student
selecWednesday,
last
be
this
The dancing of
prodeliver
The next meeting of the club will
which
papers
October 20, in CL227 at 3 p.m. A debate practice session
nouncements on the great mat- tion was skillful in all three
outstanding
few
a
and
scenes
will take place today at 1 o'clock in CL227.
ters of concern before the na.
EASTERN ORTHODOX CLUB
tion': civil rights, civil liberties. solos by the bandit (Roger BigThere will be a meeting of the Eastern Orthodox Club
But very often these papers elow), complete with facial geson Thursday, October 21, at 1 in CL140. Elections of offiseem to be entirely ignorant of tures, r~ally brought the comand policies ~dy feeling across. .T~e chase
cers and plans for an Oriental Dance will be discussed.
those problems
New members are urged to come.
which most directly affect the m Scene 3 was remimscent of
YPSL
Again, the Anchor slap~tick and ext_remely funny,
student.
The Young People's Socialist League will hold a meetseems better than ordinary al- le!lvmg the audien~e helpl~ss
This selection
though approaching these mat- with laughter.
ing Wednesday, October 20, at 3 p.m., in the Helicon Room.
ters with that free and critical and the finale received at least
Elections will be held at that time. All interested students
were
they
and
are cotdially invited to attend.
spirit which is the best part four encores
deserved.
justly
JAZZ CLUB
of youth and of humane educafairly
seemed
audience
The
tion.
The Jazz Club wil!l present a lecture by Peter Cook on
pleased with the Troupe and
Congratulations.
Ornette Coleman and John Coltrane on Tuesday, October
perhaps they will appear on our
James R. Coleman
19, in the Alumni Lounge at 7:30 p.m.
Department of English campus again.

ClubNews

_
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- ViewpointsNothing
ButTheTruth?
? Students or Pupils?

By GREG ANDREOZZI
good person can prevail against
The Providence Sunday JourOn the heel of extremist the totally evil Jew."
nal, in its issue of Oct. 10,
groups expert Gordon Hall's vis.
pointed up the seriousness of
it to Rhode Island College, the
"If we tolerate the Jews, if a problem which has beset the
formation of several "freedom," we look at their dirty television American campus for some time
conservative groups in the State and their filthy movies and let now. In an article by Leonard
and on campus, and in the our children read their dirty B. Stevens entitled "The Cammidst of much mudslinging re- comic books, then we are not pus: Stµdents Challenge Those
garding the right of students really evil, and neither are we Who Rule," Mr. Stevens at( often referred to as "Commie very good ....
the Jews hold us tempted an objective analysis_
leftist") to protest the foreign in contempt, because we live of the increasing student depolicy of the United States Gov- and breathe and tolerate an at- mand for recognition by college
administrations.
ernment, an interesting piece of mosphere of evil."
mail found , its way to the AnThe problem should be a
"But
if
we
become
as
evil
as
chor office.
'
the Jews themselves ...
the familiar topic to college stuSent by the Christian (a word Jewish press lauds us each day dents in Rhode Island. The arno doubt used loosely) Educa- as 'great men,' 'disciples of ticle cited recent complaints by
tional Association, the packet brotherhood,' 'democratic,' and student newspapers at Brown
and RISD over birth control,
included various bits of "revel- 'liberal.'"
marijuana, and dormitqry visitation," "hidden historical facts,"
The faculty has been displaced by IBM machines. How
Marshall
"Because
General
ing hours, but admitted that can the Administration be replaced by IBM machines?
and out and out "truths" conplayed
such
a
prominent
nart
in
these
were
merely
surface
iscerning: the real enemy (not
unf ortun- sues, and that the real issue is
Communism but the Jew); the delivering 400;i)OO,OOO
sex-orgies in Selma; the Tal- ate Chinese to Jewish Commu- the demand by the student that
mudic plot to take over Ger- nism, the Jewish press consist- he be recognized as a mature
many in World War II; Frank- ently referred to him as 'the and responsible individual, and
lin D. Roosevelt's plot to take greatest living American.' And not passed off as a "young stuover the United States; how because Senator McCarthy ex- dent,'' as our own administranew postage stamps will com- posed General Marshall in his tion is so fond of doing.
memorate subversive left-wing- naked infamy, the Jewish press
A quote from the Brown
ers and communist supporters attacked McCarthy as a liar, a Daily Herald points up the
Rhode Island College Home- Ient. The G-Clefts were an excrook, and a malicious slan(i. e. Albert Einstein, Frank
which
problem quite accurately: "Stu- coming October 15th· and 16th cellent · 7-piece band
derer.''
Lloyd Wright, Eugene O'Neill
will be an ~air remembered by created a pleasant atmosphere
dents
want
the
opportunity
to
from Satan vs. Christ
and George C. Marshall); how
They do not those who attended as one of at the dance on Saturday night.
Christian Educational Assn. be responsible.
Federal Marshals support ComThe dance was attended by
want to have to do immature gaiety and excitement which bemunism. The plot-revealments
150 students,
* * *
things to acquire the chance to gan with a semi-formal dance at approximately
go on and on. The groups repOxford Again
be mature. Students are tired the King Philip in Wrentham, which complemented the size
resented by the C.E.A. and re"The Federal Marshals . . . of hearing the administration Mass. The band provided a of the hall, providing a comfortsponsible for the aforemenatmosphere to lift the able amount of room in which
not
only wer~ not needed in tell th em th ey are junior part. musical
tioned "exposes" are many and
spirits and add to the fellow- to dance.
varied: The John Birch Socie- Oxford, Mississippi, for that ners.
As a result of the wellship ~f friends a_nd ~lassmates.
ty; Common Sense, a "newspa- purpose· (maintain 'law and orSerious Problems
!'he,, smg-along wi th old ~avor- planned events, Rhode Island
per"· Committee on Pan Ameri: _der), bu_t ~ctually created ,?1ost The conflict is not over the ites , 1:>roughtback memories of College Homecoming 1965 was
can Policy; Committee (of?) of the n_otmg-as they obvious- right to smoke mariju11na, or to proms and of old records our a great success and will long
Russian Slaves of Jewish qom- ly were mtended to do. But of have bonfires at football rallies, parents play.
be thought of by thos·e who atmunism; the Minute-men; the c_ourse the more the local po- or any other nonsense like that.
The dance floor was crowded tended as an event rewarding
Defenders of the American Con- lice, anywhere or everywhere, It is a deadly serious fight censtitution and others.
can be discredited, the more tering mainly around the pre- to prove that the ball was a in fun, excitement and fellow,
willing the gullible American vailing adminjstration view that great success and the more peo- ship.
Jokes?
people will be to accept , the the college student is' still a ple that came in added to the
At first reading, your reaction entry of Federal troops as nee- harmless adolescent concerned fun of that evening.
with nothing more important
. is, What an hysterical joke!- essary to _put down rioting.''
The important moment of the
f~om Suppor~ Your f:ocal Po- than winning the Saturday foot- night was the announcement of
until you realize that these fanlie~, John Birch Society Bul- ball game. The seriousness and the name of the Homecoming
atic, maniacal people are Lin
Members of the student perlehn, July 1963.
dead ernest. Moreover, as che
legitimacy of student demands, Queen and the float awards. sonnel services have been aske<l
* *
however, is evidenced by the The freshman class came out on by students on several occasions
"literature"
found its way to
you, so it also finds its way to
"Washington
Directs Social support they have received from top and Nancy Nelson, class of about opportunities for volunothers who may sincerely be- Revolution,'' "We Shall Over- such respected
educators
as '69, was crowned queen. Her teer work in the community.
lieve each printed word as come" ...
"L.B.J. Embraces President James Dixon of An- court consisted of Sue Rowe, a The department has announced
truth. The consequences of such Communist Battle Cry in Voting tioch College, Edward D. Eddy sophomore; Rosemary O'Hara, for the benefit of the student
thoughts are frightening. Today, Rights Speech."
of Chatham College, Dr. Harold junior, and Pam Tencher, sen- body at large, that there do
"super-patriotism,"
the "wall
headline from Common Sense Taylor, former President of Sa- ior. The queen was crowned by exist many such · opportunities
rah Lawrence College, and Dr. Mr. Ernest Overby, treasurer of for personally meaniingful volunwhich will hold back CommuIssue No. 455, Aug. 1965
E. K. Fretwell, dean for aca- R.I.C., and they began the next teer service.
/
, * *1 *
nism," is at a new high. However, instead of a vociferous
demic development at CCNY.
dance.
•Such agencies as the ChilMcCarthy, a demagogue whp
" ... SNCC headquarters was
Fifteen Anchor points were d.:en's Center, Red Cross, hosThe
Journal
article
puts
it
can
be challenged
openly, located in a building with a
awarded to the freshmen for pitals,
specia'1 schools,
and
right-wing beliefs are oozed large room or front which was this way: "The significance of having
the best float. The sophthrough the mails to "interest- used for an office. Off this room the campus unrest, it is clear, omore class won 10 points for churches are very much in need
i.s
in
what
the
students
demand.
of coUege-age people who can
ed " "concerned" and "patrio- in back, was a smaller 'room in
"In past years, student energy second place.
devote a couple of hours or so
tic'" Americans. And on Amer- which were about 12 to 15 cots
foothas
been
vented
largely
on
The freshman showed true a ~eek to the welfare of needy
ican college campuses, "patrio- . . . Men and women used this
ball
rallies,
weekend
dating,
class spirit through their efforts childr~n and adults. The type-s
tic" •"freedom-loving" youth af- room for sex freely and openly
of duties vary. But all will pro,ve
fili'ates of these various extrem- without
interference.
James panty raids, and occasional com- in Homecoming.
plaints
about
university
food.
ist groups peddle a similar be- Foreman, executive secretary of
The Homecoming events on to be enrichini:; experiences
''Today,
student
energy
is
dilief that they are -saving th,e SNCC and a red-haired white
Saturday at the King Philip both in terms of what student~
world from Communism. What girl named Rachel (were) on rected at more serious topics, Bakemaster were surrounded by can contribute to relieving the
strike~
and
student
complaints
these naive college students fail one of the cots together. They
an informal atmosphere.
The needs of the less fortunate and
at soccer game, which was the first a~ ?PPort_unities. for derivin'g adto see is that while they may engaged in , sexual intercourse not at' the dining halls-but
justifiably refer to themselves as well as an abnormal sex act.'' the administration building.
event of the day, was an excit- ?,itional msight into one's own
"Instead
of assaulting
the ing game that went into over- mterests and capabilities.
as "conservatives," the larger, from Common Sense, Aug., 1965
girl's dormitory in quest of lin- time and ended in a 2-2 tie. The
* * *
· more organized "adult" groups
All individuals
o,r social
gerie, today's coll~ge student chicken barbeque which folwhich these young "patriots"
groups who are interested .may
FDR
faculty qualifications and uniconsistently fail to censure (i. e.
lowed the soccer game was a
"More Hidden History: About versity regulations which gov- well-prepared meal, adding to contact Mr. Nicholls in Room
the John· Birch Society) are
a year before Hitler invaded Po- ern his daily life.''
really peddlers of hate.
the enjoyment of the day. It 108 at the north end of the stuland, Franklin D. Roosevelt, at
· Back at RIC
gave the students an opportun- dent lounge in the student cenExamples
This is indeed a very fair as- ity to mingle with others pres- ter.
a secret cabinet meeting said:
I
am
going
to
have
a
war.
I
sessment
of
the
student
posiFrom the "literature" sent to
I tion. It does, however, overthe Anchor, the following are am going to be a dictator.
some examples of the bigotry, have most of the army back of look the fact that underlying
Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students-U.S.
Citslander, lies, and out and out me. To hell with the Ameri- the seriousness of the entire
izens. Needing Nominal Financial Help to Complete Their
can people and freedom. There conflict is an administration atfanaticism of these groups:
Academic
Year
and
Then
Commence
Educ.;ition
This
is no such thing. My New Deal titude that looks upon 'a panty
"The Jewish leaders admit is a flop. I am going to flood raid as a healthy outburst of
Work - Cosigners Required. Send Transcript and FULL Details of Your Plans a-nd Requirements to
Christ has been the only threat the country with my kind of youthful vigor, and a complaint
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
to the Talmudic conspiracy in people (Jews?) Sen. Burton K. about the curriculum as an act
610-612, Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn. A Non-Profit Corp.
who attended
this of educational rowdyism.
An
2,000 years, because he was to- Wheeler,
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
tally good. Only the totally
By JEAN BERGAN'l'INI
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Teams
AlumniandVarsitySoccer
Tilt
Play2-2'Tie in Homecoming
the ball, beat out the
On Saturday, October 16, the In the first period, Blamires asse stole
Alumni players and
Rhode Island College soccer put the Alumni ahead when he defensive
Veeder.
team met the Alumni in a con- broke loose and put the ball put a fine shot pastgame
into
brought the
test that was part of the Home- past Ray Patrone for the first This goal
game
the
how
is
coming festivities. In this game, goal at 10:30. It looked as a tie and this
time.
played in Bristol, the Anchor- though the game would be the ended in regulation
men proved that they are not a same as in the past where R.I.C.
In the two 5 minute overteam to take lightly. Although would be shut-out. This theory times, neither team could musFoley heading the ball. Lenihan, Lawrence look on.
the score ended in a 2-2 dead- was put down when Dave Colar- ter up a good threat. The game
lock, the undergraduates are to do split the posts with 10:16 stood tied at 2-2.
be commended for their fine of- gone in the second period. This
This contest showed strong
concluded the scoring in the
fensive and defensive play.
offense and defense on both
Scoring, which has been .a first half.
In the second half of the sides. Scoring threats were freweak spot in the R.1.C. play,
was the key ingredient for the game, the most exciting part of quent but good goaltending and
most exciting game of the sea- the game was to take place. Ed good play on the part of the
son. Dave I Colardo and Don Blamires scored his second goal backs quelled the onslaught of
Vanasse of the Anchormen and of the day with 11:40 gone in both lines.
The summary:
Ed Blamires of the Alumni the third period. At this point,
R. I. C.
ALUMNI
the
pressing
The game was scoreless until scored all the goals of the day. R.I.C. started
rh
Fred Santaniello,
The woes of the Rhode Island
r~
t~~",;r,
J,;~~
goal.
Alumni
Patrone, g
Ray
College soccer team continued the 4:20 mark of the first period
Frank Joseph, rb
had many Don Hickey, rb
The undergrads
Foley, lb
on October 7, as the Anchormen when Bob Pawlak broke through
cf,b R. John
scoring opportunities, but be- g~~~f1~
Marchand, ch
dropped their seventh game in Rhody's defense and scored the
cause of the great defensive Charlie Moffit, th Dick Lawrence, 1h
first goal. The Anchormen's de0
Don Vanasse, or
play of John Veeder, no scor- iow6~1;3,~~!~e, rir
Frank Short, ir
se';en starts to Fitchburg State fense stiffened after this and
Joe Aguiar, cf
pelast
Jim Wade, cf
the
In
place.
took
ing
Teachers College by a score of held the Massachusetts team
John Johnson, ii
inserted sub- ~1~r1ii~t~~-r, 0 ( 1 Dave
Bogda
Coach
riod
Colardo, ol
2-0. The game, which was scoreless until Ed Chapdelaire
Scoring:
stitutes for all the starting line,
played at R.I.C., marked the booted home the second goal at
.16 2 nd
R.I.C.-Colardo,
With
Vanasse.
Don
for
except
10
On a very windy Friday, Och' h th A the 17:30 mark of the second
·
· th
period;
left in the Vanasse 20:54, 4th p~ri;d
That goal ended the tober 15, the Anchormen were 1 mmute 6allsecond
e n- quarter.
game m w ic
six
10:so,' 1st period;
Alumni-Blamires
hope gone , Van-· Blam1res,
game and
period.
3rd
:40,
11
for
afternoon
the
for
scoring
out
chormen have been shut
defeated by Johnson State Colboth sides.
thus far.
lege by a 4-0 score. Although
The lineups:
this Vermont team was smaller
In the game Mike Schiavulli
FITCHBURG
u. I. c.
in number than ours, they were
g
Patrone,
suffered a broken leg and will O'Brien, g
a strong and well organized
Joseph, rb
be lost for the season. This fur- Ringuette, rb
one. If they belonged to our
Foley, lb conference,
F. Turner, lb
ther blights a rather disappoipt- T.
they would probrh
Santaniello,
Turner, rh
ch ably be a top ranked team.
Marchand,
Shakey, ch
ing year.
Lawrence, 1h
Ste\ma~k, 1h
The wind was a vital factor
Colardo, or in this game.
Lack of scoring, once again, Farrell, or
The long high
Short, ir kicks were inadequate; the ball
proved to be the downfall of Chapdelaine, ir
Wade, cf had to be kept low in order to
cf
Coach Ed B ogd as' crew. As Hunter,
Welch, ii
Pawlak, ii
control of it. The
Vanasse, ol maintain
can be seen by the score, the Devlin, oi'
Ouroldi, wind was a definite advantage.
played a rather Subs: Fitchburg-Montemnl,
Anchormen
R.I.C.-SllGollhan, Wilson, Vlenno.
The first period was the
BadParillo,
Saracino,
via, Johnson,
good defensive game.
only scoreless one. One goal
way,' Manocchia, Rucco, Sending, Schl- was scored in both the second
Lenihan on a Goal Kick
aVUlli.
Goals, 1st period: Pawlak (F), 4:20; and third periods, and two in
(F), 17:30.
2nd period: Chapdelaine
the fourth period.
Two of Johnson State's goals
were scored by penalty kicks,
due to over eagerness by some
(Continued from Page 5)
Dillon, professor of physics at
(Continued from Page 1)
The Anchorof our players.
example of this attitude ocBed- men failed to score on a few schools in the near future. He ·Brown University; Dr. Thomas
Oct. 18--Monday-New
curred here at RIC in the past ford State-Away-3:30
p.m.
very close shots, the final re- did note, however, that if the Moriarty of the URI departcouple of weeks, when our ad- State College---Home-3:30 p.m. sult of the game being another program proved beneficial at ment of education; Mr. Arthur
ministration chose to make no
level there Pontarelli, deputy commissionthe elementary
Oct. 21-Thursday - Salem defeat.
comment on an abortive demonmight be a possibility of extend- er of education; Mr. Robert Ras23-Saturday-Castleton
Oct.
which
gym
Walsh
stration near
ing it to higher grades. The mussen, deputy superintendent
required police from two cities State College---Home-2 p.m.
program director felt that it is ·of Cranston schools; Mr. EdOct. 26-Tuesday-Willimanto control, yet protested both
too early at present to make ward Martin, superintendent of
p.m.
publicly and privately the re- tic State College-Home-3
predictions about the extension E~t Pr~vidence schools, and
cent Anchor comments on curMiss po~1s Bettez, principal of ,
of the program.
(Continued from Page J.~
riculum content and structure.
Teachers in the elementary th e Lippitt School in Warwick.
University
the
at
English
in
er
seems to
Our administration
The d~tie? of the advisory
of Minnesota, 1958-59, and writ- schools who might be interested
feel that the student should be
in participating in the program board. will mclude developing
ColHollins
at
er-in-residence
interested in panty raids, not
will be recommended by their material for the training pro(Continued from Page 1)
lege in 1962.
politics, and it is this unforprincipals or other supervisors ~am and setting up qualifica"We
committee.
colloquium
the
the
at
lies
which
tunate attitude
Among the author's works or will make their own applic'. h?n by which the candidates
bottom of the student-demon- would like to represent all the are Image and the Law, verse, ations. The group finally selec- will be chosen.
departments of the College as
stration conflict.
a ted will number 30 elementary
best we can in ,fqrthcoming col- 1947; The Melodramatists,
novel, 1949; Guide to the Ruins, school teachers.
As long as administrations loquiums."
The particithe
verse, 1950; Federigo or
1
fail to take students seriously,
will attend
teachers
pating
0coll
faculty
the
of
Members
1954;
novel,
a
Love,
Power of
they will continue to feel that
classes' at Rhode Island College
Abrainclude
committee
quium
1955;
verse,
Garden,
Salt
Tile
they can get away with sidetuition-free, and will receive,
(Continued from Page 5)
stepping issues and resorting to ham A. Schwadron, Harold H. The Homecoining Game, a 1957 during
period, meeting, revealed this
the training
FDR's
HenWinter,
Herbert
Benjamin,
later
adooted
was
that
novel
douadministrative
traditional
In addi- actions confirmed th'e above
$1,200 compensation.
bletalk; but if the students con- ry P. Guillotte, and Frank S. and produced on Broadway and tion, the 30 finally selected as fully,"
as a motion picture under the adjunct assistant professors will
tinue to be confronted by an Williston.
no source given
administration that attemots to
During faculty colloquiums, a title of "Tall Story''.; Mirror& be paid during the trial period
* * *
evade and avoid every issue, it faculty member reads a paper and Windows, verse, 1958; A according to the nature of their
"The truth, the whole truth
is only a matter of time before he has prepared.
Last year, Commodity of Dreams, short duties.
'
and nothing but the truth
students refuse to take the ad- Mr. Salesses spoke on John stories, 1959; New and Selected
A IO-member advisory board without fear or favor."
·
Ininistration seriously, and at Keats' poetry and his literary
criteria
of
set
will establish a
from the masthead of
that time the rift may be too criticism as revealed in his Poems, 1960; Th,e Next Room of by which the applicant teacher
Common Sense
wide to heal quietly. The more poetry, Dr. Evelyn Walsh spoke the Dream, poems ~nd plays, will be judged. Dr. Morrison
In summary, while people
that students are frustrated by on "Social Effects of the Revo- 1962; Poetry and Fiction, criti- will be an ex-officio member of
administration attempts to shrug lution Upon the Town of Bos- cism, 1963; Journal of the Fic- the board, as will Mrs. Eleanor wh? no doubt genuinely love
their country glare at the "comthem off as adolescents, and ton," and members of the chemMcMahon, RIC coordinator of munist
"immoral"
inspired,"
complete inability to recognize istry department discussed prin- tive Life, 1965.
Mrs. McMa- students and faculty who are
student teaching.
the serious nature of today's ciples underlying certain experln addition, Mr. Nemerov's hon will be associate director
now openly protesting the Unitstudent, the less confidence they iments.
verse and prose have appeared of the program.
ed States Government's stand in
have in the administration as a
The
Review,
members
board
Kenyon
The
advisory
in
The
requested
been
have
Faculty
Southeast . Asia, how many of
force to deal with. If student
demands continue to be ignored in the past to extend an invifa- Sewanee Review, The Hudson are. Dr. Charles O'Connor, su- them reahze. the lying, bigotry
by college administrations, the tion to students who may be in- Review, The New Yorker, Hori- perintendent of schools in Prov- and hate which exists as part of
"conservative"
students will have to turn else- terested, especially those stu- zon and Furioso, of which he idence; Dr. Paul van K. Thom- the "patriotic,"
son, academic vice-president of group'.
Th? question arises:
where for satisfaction. That is
1946-51.
editor,
associate
was
dents in graduate programs.
Providence College; Dr. John Who 1s dupmg whom?
when the pot begins to boil.

R.I.C.LosesSeventh
FitchburgWins 2 0

~!~:~·

Booters
Johnson
ToppleRIC,4-0

Pupils...

iinSports
ThisWee-k

CarnegieGrant'.

...
Adams

...
Colloquium

...
Truth

